Transom Mount Trolling Motor Lock

Security for Minn Kota® Transom Mount Trolling Motors
No. MKA-41

This Trolling Motor Lock is the only lock that fits Minn Kota® transom mount trolling motors. It features a one-piece jaw-like design that encloses the clamp screws of the motor, making them inaccessible. The lock eliminates the hassle of removing and reinstalling the motor and is inexpensive protection. It is lightweight and installs in seconds. It features rattle proof lining, reversible keys for easy insertion and a fail-safe locking system that won’t allow the key to be removed unless in the locked position.

- Locks the trolling motor to the boat transom
- Only lock that fits most Minn Kota® transom mount trolling motors
- Simple one-piece design
- Recommended for freshwater use only
- Worldwide patent pending

Bow Mount Trolling Motor Lock

Security for MotorGuide® Bow Mount Trolling Motors
No. MG21

The Bow Mount Lock is a unique locking knob that fits most MotorGuide® bow mount motors. It screws into place and with the turn of a key the motor is protected. The Bow Mount Lock offers reliable, affordable theft protection and eliminates the hassle of having to remove the motor when the boat is left unattended.

- Only lock that fits MotorGuide® bow mounts
- Locks the motor in the mount
- Replaces the factory knob
- Acts as a knob so the motor can still be moved up and down when adjustment is needed
The E-LOCK®/Swivel Combo combines two great locks by DuraSafe. The universal design of the E-Lock™ fits most popular GPS, fish finder, chart plotter and VHF brands. It’s simple, compact and easy to install. The Swivel Mount Lock comes in three sizes and fits the most popular marine electronic mounts available from RAM®.

This keyed alike set replaces the factory knobs and once locked, prevents removal. With a DuraSafe E-LOCK® and Swivel Mount Lock, ultimate protection against marine electronic theft is achieved.

With theft and burglary of boat equipment on the rise boat owners are having to rethink their “usual” hiding spots. Marine electronics are an expensive investment for boaters and an easy target for thieves – just unscrew the knobs, unplug the cords and walk away. In a matter of seconds the electronics are gone. The E-Lock® from DuraSafe secures bracket-mounted electronics leaving a thief no other alternative but to move on.

No longer do you need to rush around inside a gas station, worried your fish finder will be gone before you get back. No need to reconsider docking your boat to grab a bite to eat. And for those who travel to unfamiliar destinations there is peace of mind knowing the electronics are secure. DuraSafe’s E-LOCK®/Swivel Combo is a product boating and fishing enthusiasts have been asking for years.

- Products sold in keyed-alike combo or as separates
- Protects property and deters theft
- Inexpensive insurance
- Simple, compact and easy to install
- Eliminates the hassle of uninstalling and reinstalling equipment
- Reduces wear and tear on plugs and wires
- Made of marine grade materials
- Proudly made in the U.S.A.

**Lock Up Your Gear**

**E-LOCK® Fits Most Major Brands:**
- Cobra®
- Eagle®
- Garmin®
- Humminbird®
- Icom®
- Lowrance®
- Raymarine®
- Standard Horizon®
- Uniden®
- and others...

*Package includes the necessary bolts and washers to accommodate most brands.*

**SWIVEL MOUNT LOCK SIZES**

- **SMALL** FITS RAM® B SIZE – 1” DIA.
- **MEDIUM** FITS RAM® C SIZE – 1.5” DIA.
- **LARGE** FITS RAM® D & E SIZE – 2.25” & 3.37” DIA.
Works on RAM® Marine Electronic Mounts

Once locked, the knob spins freely preventing a thief from opening the mount and taking the electronics unit

Made of marine grade materials

E-LOCK® Swivel Mount Lock

No. UEL50

- Universal design fits most popular GPS, fish finder, chartplotter and VHF brands
- Works on most electronics that utilize a mounting bracket and knobs
- Replaces a factory knob and secures the unit to the bracket
- Rubber cap to protect from elements
- Patent pending

Swivel Mount Lock

Three Lock Sizes

- Small fits Ram® B size – 1” dia.
- Medium fits Ram® C size – 1.5” dia.
- Large fits Ram® D & E size – 2.25” & 3.37” dia.

- Works on RAM® Marine Electronic Mounts
- Once locked, the knob spins freely preventing a thief from opening the mount and taking the electronics unit
- Made of marine grade materials

Locks Can Also Be Purchased Separately

SM005 Small
SM006 Medium
SM007 Large

Swivel Mount Lock Sizes

Sold in Combo or Separate
This innovative, patent-pending accessory will take away the problems associated with trying to hook up a trailer. No more dinged bumpers, repeated attempts or potential arguments with your helper. It locates the trailer coupler directly over the ball without the need of assistance. The **Coupler Connect®** installs in minutes, and can be used as a wheel chock when you’re not hooking up.

**Base Plate**  
Fits standard 1” dia. ball shank  
(1.25” bracket also available)

**Guide**  
Aligns coupler directly over tow ball

**Coupler Connect®** is the perfect problem solver for the many people who have trouble backing up their vehicle to a trailer. With the **Coupler Connect®,** hooking up to a trailer takes just seconds, saving time and effort. No assistance or physical effort is required. No need to continually get in and out of the vehicle to check on position. **Coupler Connect®** guides your trailer coupler directly over your tow ball every time, and helps prevent dings and scratches to your tow vehicle. Made of zinc-plated steel for durability.

* Coupler Connect® comes with the base plate and guide.  
**Coupler Connect® plus Protect comes with the base plate, guide and guard. See page 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>COUPLER CONNECT®</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CC001</td>
<td><strong>COUPLER CONNECT®</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC900</td>
<td>Extra Base Plate 1” dia. opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC125</td>
<td>Extra Base Plate 1.25” dia. opening</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- Aligns coupler directly over tow ball
- Two-pieces; base plate and guide
- Prevents damage to vehicle & protects license plate
- Fitted in minutes
- One person hookup
- Saves time on every backup by eliminating repeated attempts
- Does not require a line of sight out back window
- Bracket fits standard 1" dia. ball shank - 1.25" bracket also available
- Proudly made in the U.S.A.
Coupler Connect® plus Protect offers the same items as the Coupler Connect® but also includes the coupler guard, a separate hold down device that prevents the coupler from accidentally popping off the tow ball during travel and prevents theft by adding a padlock.

One mounting bracket, two complimentary accessories. First, use the guide to align the coupler directly over the tow ball for easy hookup. Then, remove the guide and insert the coupler guard to help prevent the coupler from separating from the vehicle during travel. As an added benefit, the guard can also be used to secure the trailer to the tow vehicle when a padlock is used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base Plate</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Guard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fits standard 1&quot; dia. ball shank</td>
<td>Aligns coupler directly</td>
<td>Prevents accidental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.25&quot; bracket also available)</td>
<td>over tow ball</td>
<td>trailer decoupling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Coupler Connect® plus Protect comes with the base plate, guide and guard.

---

**COUPLER CONNECT® plus PROTECT**

- CCP200
- CC900  Extra Base Plate 1" dia. opening
- CC125  Extra Base Plate 1.25" dia. opening
- CC500  Extra Coupler Guard

---
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The ultimate in trailer hookup, safety, security and peace of mind for those who tow. The 
Coupler Connect® plus Protect helps you hookup your trailer and also prevents accidental 
trailer decoupling. Add theft protection by placing a lock in the 
spring pinhole to secure the trailer to the tow vehicle.

- Helps prevent accidental uncoupling caused by 
mismatched ball and coupler, coupler not properly 
secured and equipment failure
- Added benefit is the ability to lock and secure the trailer 
on the tow vehicle with the use of a padlock
- Universal fit – hold down device slides up and down for 
incremental height adjustments
- Three-pieces; base plate, guide and guard
- Bracket fits standard 1" dia. ball shank - 
1.25" bracket also available
- Inexpensive insurance
- Proudly made in the U.S.A.

Guard: Can Be Used as a Step
Use a Padlock for Maximum Trailer Security

Universal Fit with Incremental Adjustments for Proper Height

Guard Prevents Decoupling of Trailer From Towing Vehicle
**Universal Coupler Lock**

No. UCL1000SS   Fits 1/2" through 3 3/8" couplers

The DuraSafe Universal Coupler Lock features 1/8" incremental adjustments to easily fit every coupler on the market from (1/2" to 3 3/8"). This lock features reversible keys for easy insertion and a fail-safe locking system that won’t allow the key to be removed unless in the locked position.

- Fits every coupler on the market from 1/2" to 3 3/8" and any size in between
- Not spring loaded - the unique rotating stainless steel cam positions lock head into incremental grooves providing maximum security
- Unique design replaces the standard coupler lock that has a fixed width

**Universal Receiver / Coupler Lock Set**

No. C1500SS   Fits Every Standard Size Receiver and Every Coupler Width

This lock set consists of a new, improved receiver lock design, and the Universal Coupler Lock, UCL1000SS. The receiver lock in this set offers:

- Ball bearing design for greater security and strength
- Durable lock design won’t falsely pop open like push button locks
- Fits all receivers and coupler combinations making it the only universal, keyed-alike set on the market
- Stainless Steel

DuraSafe's Universal Receiver and Coupler Lock Set is the only keyed-alike universal lock set on the market that fits every standard size receiver and every coupler width. This set covers the broadest range of applications. It also allows you to walk away with a lock set that you know will fit your tow package.

www.durasafelocks.com

---

One Size Fits All Coupler Widths

- Takes the guesswork out of having to know what width coupler lock you need because it fits everything
- Lock slides back and forth along stainless steel pin for ease of use
- 1/8" incremental adjustments offers a tight fit against the coupler latch
- 18 different positions available to accommodate every coupler on the market
- Key shutter for debris protection
- Patent pending
- Lock body made of rust-resistant anodized aluminum and stainless-steel pin
- Also available in a keyed-alike combo pack with the Universal Receiver Lock (see below)